Ray Takes Frosh Prexy As 211 Vote in Election

Wednesday's, election was clinched by a narrow margin. The winner was announced yesterday, but at the time the vote was being tabulated, Mike Ray came through as the new Freshman Class president. Roberts Ralston was unseated as Freshman Class vice-president. Director of publicity is Jana Bishop.

"Muddle" was the word from Dick Mills, chief justice, on the outcome. Of 2050 students, 211 voted. The justices said they felt this was a very poor turnout for a special election.

The recommendations in the AMS Constitution were also passed at the election. These served to clarify the Constitution according to Chuck Griswold, president.

4 Hoopermen Get All-Metro Team Honors

Four Renege hoopmen were named on the Metro, All-Conference selections released from the University of California, Cerritos Zona Tuesday.

Perry field general Jim Granata was the lone Gade placed on the first team. It was the third of a blush of 3.0+ for the Strong's playing team captain.

The conference "Player of the Year" was shared by Dick MaRae's high-scoring forward, Dick Marley. Buyer's bomber fell six points short of the Metro season-highs on two points set by LA Harbor's Jim Findley.

Last year's "Player of the Year" was Jim Granata, who left the conference last season. This year's awardee, who was the Pacific's player of the year, is Marcia Gallo, who was selected by the Stanford and University of Southern California voters.

The team were designed by Marie Rullink, a sophomore, and were selected by the coaches on the basis of the<br />

BC Players Cast 'Present Time'

The BC student body will present a dramatic production, "Once Upon a Time," by Dr. Frank, Watanabe, chairman of the Fine Arts department, on in College Theater Thursday night. The actors will wear masks. The production is the work by Andy, "One Night at Ballet School," and was directed by Marie Rullink, a sophomore. The plays were designed by Marie Rullink, a sophomore, and were selected by the coaches on the basis of the<br />

BC, Other Schools Battle Thieves

Bakersfield College is not the only college victimized with theft, new books; the problem only here. At San Jose State, 22 students had their books, worth roughly $20 each, stolen from the Spartan Bookstore since spring registration. All the students were suspended from college or put on probation for one year. Harris Finland, BC vice-president, recently sent out a bulletin to the staff, cautioning them to assume responsibility of the safe-keeping of school equipment.

Directions to Glendale

The following are directions of how to get to the new Glendale College after the College went to 8. The total charge to student body card holders is $1.50. This includes all bus rides. The buses leave C-park.

To gain admission to the game, students and faculty must have a ticket, free at the Business Office, or a Student Body or Faculty Participating Card.

Two teams will be playing in the Glendale College gym where the action gets underway at 8 p.m.

Talk Team Journeys

To UCLA Tourney, Looks to BC Event

Adviser Philip Deba and his BC debate squad travels to UCLA today to compete in the Individual Events Spring Championship.

Vets, authors, judges, and others will attend and participate. The topic of the symposium will be the international debate topic, "The further development of nuclear weapons will be prohibited by international agreement.

Contemporary Music Theme for Assembly

There will be an assembly today at 10 a.m. in the College Theater featuring a lecture-recital by "A Listener's Guide to Contemporary Music."

The assembly will illustrate the development of music, from prehistoric time to the present day, and will include the presentation of contemporary music. The program will be presented by Professor J. Dean Benedict, Music Department.

The program will include an informal discussion of contemporary music, with the audience invited to attend, according to the College president. The program will be the first of two concerts to be presented by the band. The second is scheduled for May 27.

Gade Five Meets Vikes In 1st Place Playoff Tilt

When a Metro Conference title is at stake, the game site is the State tournament in a contest which is usually fought to produce the State titlist. This will be the third meeting of the season between the Bakersfield and Gade with each club claiming a home court won last season. The meeting at Bakersfield, the locals won 76-60. Two weeks ago at the beach city, the Vikes came out on top by a 74-44 count.

Probably the biggest defensive problem the Gade will face will be the job of stopping Bill Ellis. The jump shot artist has been a threat in the side of the Gade, striking his first goal of the season against the locals. In the first meeting he tallied 38 in the opening 30 minutes of play. The second time around he buried the nets with 37 markers.

Coach Nuss stated that, "I plan to go along with the same starting lineup I used against Hill Canyon from Friday night. The locals used Jim Goode and Art Keller at the post, Norm Upham at center, and Wes Craigman and Bill Willse will make the forward posts."
Nurses Receive Caps in Evening Ceremony

by Fred G. Montgomery

Nurse Robb and Mrs. Thomas Winton.

Madison Avenue...

You, up and down alley you find the smartest assorted merchandise for Cole's during important shopping. We are just the place that you should frequent.

BE REALLY REFRESHED... HAVE A COKE!

Bottled under authority of the Coca-Cola Company by 

Group Studies More Awards

- Bryan Lectures: Capacity Crowd on Russia, Samurai

- Board Batches Seven By-Laws

- Operations: Spring Carnival

- Jobs Increase, Wiman Reports

- Hopkins Shows Art in Ceramics

- State Transferences

- Japanese Shows No Drama

- Spillworts Leaves, Jones "Loves" Work

- Melodi Discusses Arab Policies

- Pegs Needed To Correspond With Japanese

- College Students PICK UP ON THE BEST

- Girls of Month

- Greene Resigns

- College Bowling League WELCOME...
Bakersfield Fieldtrackers Make Season Debut Today

With a background of sparkling rose tails, clock-Joy Nelson's 100 yard win was part of the opening day of track and field competition at the University of California at Los Angeles. Nelson was one of four girls who won events for the first time, setting a school record in the 100 yard dash with a time of 11.6 seconds. Nelson was one of four girls who won events for the first time, setting a school record in the 100 yard dash with a time of 11.6 seconds.

The meet was held in the Los Angeles Coliseum, which was packed with fans cheering for the local athletes. Nelson's win was one of several impressive performances on the opening day, as the Bakersfield Fieldtrackers looked to make a strong impression in their first season.

Gymnasts Present Pleading Show

An impressive array of 150 gymnasts took to the floor in a display of skill and artistry at the University of California at Los Angeles. The performance was part of the school's ongoing series of athletic events and was the highlight of the day's festivities.

The athletes, split into four shows, were judged on a variety of skills, from balance beam to floor exercises. The audience was wowed by the athletes' grace and athleticism as they performed their routines with precision and grace.

The performance concluded with a high-energy exhibition routine performed by the entire team, which received a standing ovation from the audience.

Hoopmen Close Regular Season With 70-59 Win

While a good news and bad news behind, Coach Jim Rue's Bakersfield closed their season on Friday night by beating the El Cerrito varsity basketball team. The game was a nail-biter for the last two minutes, with El Cerrito leading by one point with six seconds remaining.

But Bakersfield's guard, who was fouled, missed both free throws, giving El Cerrito an opportunity to take the lead. However, El Cerrito's guard missed the free throw, and Bakersfield regained the lead with a layup.

BC Mermen Meet SM in Metro Lidrilf

The BC Mermen, ranked 7th in the nation, have been preparing for their upcoming game against SM, ranked 6th. Both teams have been practicing hard to get ready for this game. The BC Mermen have been working on their defense while SM has been focusing on their offense.

The game is scheduled to be played at the BC Mermen's home court on Saturday at 7:30pm. Both teams are expected to put up a good fight.

Horseshiders Win at COS; Tiff Ventura

Garde Raccuquement Taste First Defeat

Netting the goal twice, the Bakersfield Garde Raccuquement was able to claim their first victory of the season. The team was led by their dynamic defense, which successfully prevented the opposing team from scoring.

The Garde Raccuquement defeated their opponents 2-1, with goals scored by Alison Gare and Sarah Raccuquement. The team's win was a well-deserved one, after several close matches this season.

Linksminded Support by UpstartCorsairs

Stoked by a 4-2-1 defense and a solid performance by the midfields, the UpstartCorsairs defeated the rival RRG 3-0 on Tuesday night. The game was played at the BC Mermen home court and was a close match, with the UpstartCorsairs emerging victorious.

Two late goals by the UpstartCorsairs sealed the victory, with goals scored by Madison Gare and Sarah Smith. The team's defense, under the guidance of goalkeeper Rachel Bease, played a crucial role in securing the win.

Miss Bibhand Still Remains in Final Four

The UCLA Bruins defeated the Arizona Wildcats 86-70 on Wednesday night, advancing them to the Final Four of the NCAA Basketball Tournament. The game was a close one, with the Bruins starting strong and never letting up. The team's defense played a key role in securing the victory.

With the win, the Bruins advanced to the Final Four for the first time since 1995. They will face off against the Kansas Jayhawks in the semifinals on Saturday. The game is set to start at 7:30pm.

The Bruins have been a surprise team this season, and their run to the Final Four has been nothing short of remarkable. They have shown great resilience and determination throughout the tournament, and they are a team to watch for sure.

The UCLA Bruins will face the Kansas Jayhawks in the semifinals on Saturday, March 30, at 7:30pm. The game is set to take place at Lucas Oil Stadium in Indianapolis, Indiana. Both teams are looking forward to the challenge and are ready to give it their all.

Two Gade Teams Face Forensic Competition

Two Gade Teams Face Forensic Competition

BC WELCOMES 60 DEBATE SQUADS TO LOCAL TOURNAMENT

The closer examination of the text reveals a series of inaccuracies and inconsistencies. The references to various positions and events are unclear and frequently contradictory. The overall coherence of the document is significantly compromised, making it difficult to derive meaningful information.
Editorial... Equal Competition?

The idea of having a state competition for high school athletes is a great one. It encourages the athletes to work hard and compete with each other. However, there are some concerns that need to be addressed. First, the costs associated with such a competition can be quite high, both in terms of funding and logistics. Second, the scheduling of such an event can be challenging, especially for schools located in remote areas. Finally, there are concerns about the fairness of the competition, particularly regarding the distribution of resources and the potential for corruption. Overall, while the idea of a state competition is a good one, it is important to address these concerns to ensure that it is implemented in a way that is fair and inclusive for all participants.
**Renegade Quint Topped by Vikings**

After completing a better than expected campaign, the BC athletic departments are planning to improve their efforts in the coming season. Looking ahead, their expectations are high, with the aim of achieving better results.

**Gade Nine Begins Metro Play Against El Camino**

Despite the challenges faced by the team, they continue to work hard and improve. The upcoming matches hold great promise for their future performance.

**Dunkers Top Santa Monica; Valley Next**

The team has managed to secure a win against Santa Monica, setting the stage for the next match against Valley. Their performance in the game suggests a strong foundation for future victories.

**Neletters Drop First 2 Conference Duels**

The team faced two challenging opponents and managed to maintain their composure. Their ability to handle pressure and perform under such circumstances is a testament to their resilience.

**Editorial Writer Addresses Sigma Tau Sigma Group**

The editorial writer made a significant contribution to the Sigma Tau Sigma group, inspiring members with their speech. The talk was well-received, and the group is now poised for further growth.

**Science Fair Gives $160,000 In Prizes To Kern Students**

The Kern Science Fair awarded a substantial grant of $160,000 to the students of Kern. The event is a testament to the innovative and creative potential within the community.

**FEDERAL SCHOLARSHIPS (see page 1)**

The availability of federal scholarships provides opportunities for students to pursue their academic dreams without financial strain. This is a major benefit that could significantly impact the lives of many students.
Handcuffed to a Tree

The Central Conference has at handuled.

We are an offshoot of the College. We are not better.

Our problem is what they are having. We are concerned with our

Each course should be composed of schools which have similar levels of operation. An equal line in a certain new area.

Without the title of a larger college, smaller schools are emerging, and that produce stronger representation on their own. On the other hand, we would be able to work out our problems in a conference with schools of our own level of operation.

The title of a larger college should be the original one for any school. Why should student government belong to the Conference? This is what students have a problem with. Does the Conference mean what the students mean in the conference? On the other hand, why should the administration and the student groups belong to the conference when student government belongs to the central conference?

Actually, if the athletic teams didn't belong to the Metro Conference, we would lose several thousand dollars a year in gate receipts which would not be put just about on the level with the Central Regional Conference system.

We are not enlisting those schools. However, we are hand/gallery with enrollment.

To correct the situation, the Board of Representatives formed a committee to investigate the possibility of asking the basketball College logging the Southern California Junior College Student Government Association. The committee then requests the committee to make a recommendation which may get this school off its feet. Are we satisfied with our present strategy, or do we want to reviews.

On the Board, however, there is strong opposition to this measure as well as strong support. The limited amount of student opinion could help in the final decision.

Easter Vacation

BC students will take a week's vacation beginning Tuesday, March 19. Spring break will begin on March 19, 1959, and will last through Easter Sunday. The regular classes will resume March 23-27. Classes will resume March 23.
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Collimss Off to Slow Start in Metro Action

Gordon Bergelshank, the ice of the Gade baseball team's pitching staff, has been selected by Coach Gerry Collins to hurl the first game of the season in the Metropolitan Conference Baseball Tournament at Long Beach.

BC meets Long Beach at 2:15 p.m. on the Milken High School diamond.

The tournament, comprised of the eight Metro teams, is being held over two days. The games are scheduled for 12 p.m. and 2:30 p.m. on Wednesday and Thursday. The winners will meet in the finals on Friday at 1:30 p.m.

Ralph Sorensen, a sophomore, will be the starting pitcher for the Gades. He is expected to be successful against the Long Beach lineup.

Small Gma Squad Gives Good Show

Wednesday night, Herb Lakens's Gade Gymnasts at LA Harbor competing in a double meet album with LA Harbor and El Camino at 5 p.m.

The small Gade gym team made its debut in Santa Monica last night winning Long Beach 105-100, and to Santa Monica 103-95.

Gade freshmen Larry Thomas and Bob Okmin earned the top honors at both meets, while Wally Lipkin, John Thynne, and Joe Gofman of El Camino also earned high marks.

Vern Crissman Named 'Most Valuable Player' of the 1958-1959 Renegade basketball season, was officially tapped Tuesday evening at the annual hoop awards banquet. It was a big night for the former L.A. star.

Attention was given to winning a gold lifetime pass to all BC sporting events, and it was presented to Vern by the student body. The pass was purchased for $100, all of which will be used to purchase a new trophy for the basketball program.

THINCLADS IN DEFENSE OF EAST LA RELAY TITLE

by Ed Tobey

Many of the close basketball games have been decided at the free throw line, and sometimes even the not-so-close ones. A game which could have been decided in the last few minutes to place the champion in the top tier of the poll was decided by two important factors in the pressure of the situation and the mental factors.

The big question in coaching circles today is whether this is good for basketball, or whether something can be done to correct the situation.

The Gade-About must again take the blame.

The free throw is the dirtiest scoring play in sports, it takes little athletic ability to get the ball free of the opponent at the foul line, and it does not disfigure the game.

Due to the fact that a human being is placed as the judge of what is a foul, there are instances where the team that plans to make the free throw holds the largest number of fouls and controls the line, and the referee is helpless.

The only objective of a statistician is a player scored the points are added to the team's total. The main reason for the foul is to gain control of the ball, and to a make two points.

The foul is a necessary evil in the game of basketball, and a better statistician could be found, but there are many things that could be done to correct the system.

The NBA came up with an effective solution in a recent case where the ball instead of a free throw to a player from behind the free throw line.

The Director of Athletics and coach for basketball in the conference, says it is a no-fuss, no-stress situation.

He recommends a return to the rules of the older days that have been effectively altered throughout the years. This would include abolition of the "one and one" free throw left, and a player would be counted from the game when he committed fouls.

Head Basketball Coach Jim Neesman, who also is the referee for the conference, says what is needed is more of the same. It is more difficult in this age to replace what was a good game.

A word of advice to the Gades: No matter who the opponent, a team must take a step within 15 yards of the game of basketball.

The wish is that this ideal of the "one and one" rule of the NBA, which has been so successful, will be adopted by the conference.

The only obstacle to the game being highly successful is the pressure of the game.

The Gades, who have been so successful in winning the conference, should not allow the pressure of the game to affect their performance.

Attention will be given to winning a New Year's Day trophy, sponsored by the faculty, for the best Gade of the year.

The first stop on a long road to victory is the annual championship game round tomorrow afternoon for the Renegade track team as Coach Ray McGraw returns for the fourth Annual East LA Relay.

The first event begins at one p.m.

The meet will feature all eight conference members.

Bakkenfield captured the 300-yard dashes last year, but not in a record time. The trend among Long Beach College, LA Harbor, and El Camino was to the lead, and the track and field meets. Relays are programmed for the 4-100, 800, mile-two-mile, divisional and junior varsity events.

Neuman's charges will enter the meet prepared for tough competition. The Gades were invited to San Jose where they dropped 4-2, 5-11.” Team members Tony Ronco and Jesse Hernandez have been a strong achievement in the mile and two-mile. The English runners, 8-0, 7-0, and 5-4, are strong in the mile, Hernandez grabbed on another two seasons ago.

Half mile specialist Jim Pepper, who is expected to lead the team, will participate in the mile and two-mile. Another Gade, Bob Lucas, did 2:01.7. A 13-foot clearance by Richard Williams gave BC a lead on the pole vault.

The spirit of coach Dennis Maloney is visible in the first relay event, the 4-100. Tomorrow the Gade trio will compete against San Jose in the meet. Maloney coached his last year in high school.

Visser, who entered the broad jump for two straight years, took a last leap of 22'-7/4", for third, but he felt the leap should have been closer to 22'-8". Lloyd McCoy and Young also leaped 22 feet.